
Survivor  Series  Count-Up  –
1989  (2018  Redo):  The
Greatest Team Of All Time
Survivor Series 1989
Date: November 23, 1989
Location: Rosemont Horizon, Rosemont, Illinois
Attendance: 15,294
Commentators: Gorilla Monsoon, Jesse Ventura

This was one of two options for me to redo this year and since
I did the 1996 show just two years ago and this is my favorite
era, it wasn’t all that hard of a choice. It’s actually an
interesting show as there are a few experiments taking place
which could make for something fun to watch. Let’s get to it.

We open with the Saturday Night’s Main Event style promos from
people on the show. This is already off to a cool start.

Hulk Hogan is happy that he’s healthy, but also for his team
of  Hulkamaniacs  at  the  Survivor  Series.  I’m  very  glad  he
pointed out the name of the show we’ve paid to see.

Ted DiBiase is happy that he’s rich.

Jake Roberts is happy for the DDT.

Demolition is glad that they don’t have to fight each other.
Fair point.

Randy Savage and Sherri are happy that he’s the only man
worthy of being the Macho King.

Jim Duggan loves the USA. Sounds like a run of the mill day
for him.

Dino Bravo is glad to have the Earthquake on his side.
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Dusty Rhodes likes his polka dots.

Big Boss Man likes dishing out justice.

Brutus  Beefcake  likes  wrestling,  strutting  and  cutting.  I
wonder in what order.

Rick Martel is glad for his good looks.

Rick Rude is thankful for his ravishing body. Narcissism must
run in the Rick family.

Roddy Piper is thankful for not being Ricky Rude.

The Genius….I think you can guess this one.

Mr. Perfect for being perfect. Kind of one dimensional no?

The Bushwhackers are glad for stuffing in turkey. Freaks.

Bobby Heenan is thankful for spending time with his family.
The HEENAN Family that is.

The Ultimate Warrior for intensity. I’m stunned.

Vince McMahon narrates a card rundown. There’s something so
weird about him being the voiceover guy. I miss those squares
that show the match participants. Oh and team names other than
Team Insert Name Here. You can’t think of some alliterative
name? Like Rotten Writers?

One thing I’m thankful for: that the dark match was dark. This
night  got  started  with  Boris  Zhukov  beating  Paul  Roma.  I
wouldn’t wish that on Vince Russo.

Enforcers vs. Dream Team

Big Boss Man, Bad News Brown, Rick Martel, Honky Tonk Man
Dusty Rhodes, Brutus Beefcake, Red Rooster, Tito Santana

As usual, this is mainly about the captains, but at least we
get some Jive Soul Bro and Brutus Beefcake music, because the



80s were that awesome. Actually almost everyone involved here
had great music. Again, the 80s were awesome. Dusty even has
Boss Man’s nightstick because stealing things is part of the
American dream. Tito and Honky Tonk start things off because
Tito  vs.  Martel  on  pay  per  view  wasn’t  allowed  for  some
reason. An early armbar has Honky Tonk in trouble but a cheap
shot allows Martel to come in.

The pace picks way up as they run the ropes and Martel scores
with a dropkick. Tito is right back with an atomic drop into a
rollup for two so it’s off to Boss Man, who gets armdragged in
a hurry. Dusty comes in and you can feel the energy go up. I’m
not the biggest fan but that man had more charisma than almost
anyone ever. With the dancing jabs out of the way, Brutus
comes in and gets pounded down by Boss Man.

Honky Tonk misses a right hand so it’s back to Martel for a
backbreaker. Some knees to the back don’t do much so it’s off
to Rooster as it becomes clear how much better the names were
back then. Boss Man, Dream, Model, Bad News, Brutus and….well
ok there was no saving Rooster. Speaking of Rooster, it’s his
turn to get beaten up by a revolving door of villains. Ventura
is  right  there  talking  about  how  the  size  difference  is
working against Rooster, almost like he’s a real analyst.

A sunset flip finally gets two on Honky Tonk and a collision
puts both guys down. That’s enough for the tag off to Tito for
some serious house cleaning but it’s too early for the Figure
Four. Martel slams him down and misses his elbow that always
misses. Tito grabs a rollup but Martel reverses into one of
his own and a grab of the trunks (not sure how much that would
help here) gets rid of Santana at 9:15.

Dusty comes in and we cut to a shot of a “fan”, who will later
be  named  Sapphire.  Considering  she  hasn’t  been  officially
introduced yet and would be gone just after Summerslam 1990,
it’s kind of remarkable that she was only around for about
nine months. Anyway Martel gets taken down with a dropkick and



the big elbow gets two. It’s back to Rooster for what looks
like some dancing and a headlock, which is quickly countered
into a backbreaker.

The bearhug from Boss Man has Rooster in even more trouble
until he bites his way to freedom. Boss Man tags Bad News
(again, great names) but he doesn’t want to come in, meaning
Rooster has to pull him in. Ever the serious one, Bad News
isn’t about to have any of this stupid gimmick and beats the
heck out of Rooster.

Boss Man comes in without a tag and accidentally hits Bad
News. Oh dear I don’t see this going well. Before Bad News can
use them all as floss, he walks out on his teammates and is
counted out at 15:30. The melee allows Brutus to come back in
and hammer on Boss Man until an elbow to the jaw cuts him
down. Honky Tonk comes back in for two off a belly to back
suplex  and  shrugs  off  some  right  hands  (90%  of  Brutus’
offense). He can’t shrug off the high knee (5%, along with the
sleeper  for  the  remaining  5%  as  Brutus  wasn’t  exactly
versatile)  and  it’s  3-2  at  17:24.

Martel comes in next and chinlocks Brutus down, followed by a
backbreaker to put Brutus on the apron. Brutus comes back in
with  a  sunset  flip  though,  and  after  Martel  gets  caught
grabbing the ropes, Boss Man is on his own at 20:13. Rooster
comes in (Dusty is kind of a lame partner) and tries some
forearms, only to get caught in the Boss Man Slam for the
elimination at 21:00. Now Dusty is willing to come in for the
big right hands and Brutus adds some chops. Boss Man is rocked
so Dusty comes in with with a crossbody for the final pin at
21:59.

Rating: C-. It was dull at times, but there’s only so much you
can get out of some of these people. Honky Tonk was past his
expiration  date,  Rooster  was  Rooster,  Brown  was  barely
involved, Tito vs. Martel should have been its own match, and
Dusty was only in there for a little while. The match wasn’t



bad and it was a good way to start things off, but there were
only two feuds of note in the whole match.

Post match Slick throws Boss Man the nightstick and it’s a
heck  of  a  beating  for  Dusty  and  Brutus.  Dusty  even  gets
handcuffed and beaten down on the ropes, drawing some blood.
Well….were  you  expecting  anything  else  from  him?  Brutus
finally makes the save with the clippers.

In the back, Boss Man says Dusty is his prisoner. Well your
prisoner is currently in the middle of a big arena and being
let out of handcuffs. I see why Boss Man left the prison job.

The 4×4’s, all carrying 2×4’s, are ready for the King’s Court.
Bret Hart says it’ll be their finest hour. Ronnie Garvin wants
to  use  his  board  for  uh….things.  Hercules  doesn’t  think
they’ll have any problems. Jim Duggan says their team is ready
for anything.

4×4’s vs. King’s Court

Jim Duggan, Ronnie Garvin, Bret Hart, Hercules
Randy Savage, Canadian Earthquake, Dino Bravo, Greg Valentine

Yeah it’s the Canadian Earthquake because that you don’t want
him confused with the Costa Rican Earthquake. The 4×4’s clear
the ring with the boards and then try to toss them to each
other.  Garvin  messes  up  because  he’s  Ronnie  Garvin  and  a
natural failure. Duggan follows Savage to the floor to start
and hands it off to Hercules for a forearm to the back. A
gorilla  press  sends  Savage  into  the  corner  for  a  tag  to
Valentine for the atomic drop and the traditional funny sell
job.

Bret comes in to work on the arm and Duggan sends said arm
into the buckle. It’s off to Hercules for some forearms on the
also legal Bravo but Earthquake comes in, runs him over, and
hits the Earthquake for the elimination at 3:57. Duggan tries
his luck with some shoulders that have no effect, so Bret gets



behind Earthquake to trip him down on a third try. Garvin
comes in and I suddenly want to see Earthquake crush him like
a grape.

The Court starts taking turns on Garvin, including a top rope
ax handle from Savage. A quick backslide gets two on Bravo but
it’s already back to Savage for the snap jabs in the corner.
Valentine comes back in though and since we’re not ten minutes
into the match yet, Duggan makes a blind tag and clotheslines
him out to even things up at 7:32.

Savage comes in and snaps Duggan’s throat across the top rope
and it’s back to Earthquake for some forearms to the back. The
Court  is  certainly  making  good  tags  to  take  their  turns.
Earthquake misses the big elbow so it’s off to Garvin to chop
and headbutt Bravo. There’s the Garvin Stomp (it’s stupid when
Randy Orton does it too) but Bravo rakes the eyes to break up
the Sharpshooter.

It’s off to Hart vs. Savage and Randy PANICS as the crowd
really wakes up. You better believe those Bret pops were being
noticed, even if it took two years to get to the solo run.
Savage gets taken down and runs off for the tag to Bravo so
Bret  beats  him  up  instead.  Garvin  comes  in  again  and  is
IMMEDIATELY side suplexed for the elimination at 11:18. I
never get over how much Garvin absolutely sucks. He just got
pinned clean by DINO BRAVO. What in the world does that say
about your career?

Duggan hammers on Earthquake again before handing it back to
Bret for a matchup I never knew I wanted to see. Bret wants
Savage though and Jesse, a big fan of both guys, is rather
pleased by these developments. Savage gets tied up in the
ropes and Duggan, ever the All-American, chokes behind the
referee’s back. A missed knee drop makes things even worse for
Savage and Bret gets two off a backbreaker. Bret misses the
middle  rope  elbow  (a  regular  one  as  he  didn’t  have  his
signature version down yet) though and it’s back to Bravo for



the bearhug.

It’s back to Earthquake for some choking and a two count with
the fans being rather pleased by the kickout. Bret avoids a
Savage charge to send him into Bravo though and now the hot
tag brings Duggan back in. For reasons of temporary insanity
(or maybe sanity in his case), Savage drives Duggan into his
own corner so Hart can tag himself in. A quick missed charge
hits  the  post  though  and  Bravo  adds  a  shoulder  breaker,
setting up Savage’s elbow for the elimination at 19:07.

So it’s Duggan alone against Bravo, Earthquake and Savage,
meaning Jim is looking completely fine. Earthquake unloads on
him in the corner and the level of fine is starting to come
down. Duggan beats up all three of them without much effort
(Behold the power of AMERICA! Ignoring that Savage is from
AMERICA of course!) and tosses the whole team outside.

As the announcers try to figure out who is legal, Earthquake
comes back in and drops the big elbow for two. Savage hits the
ax handle but misses the running crotch attack. Since the guys
kind of suck at this, Sherri low bridges Duggan to the floor
and it’s a countout at 23:25 to finish Duggan off.

Rating: D+. The strange ending aside (Duggan can’t take a pin
here? Not even 3-1 with the new big monster and RANDY SAVAGE
on the other team?), this wasn’t all that thrilling of a
match. Other than the fans going coconuts for Hart, it was a
lot of punching and kicking and very little more. It also
wasn’t the biggest surprise, as any team with Hercules and
Ronnie Garvin on the team and JIM DUGGAN as the brains of the
operation is in serious trouble.

Post match Duggan cleans house with the 2×4.

Dusty Rhodes is very hurt but Gene Okerlund is sure that he’ll
be dishing out Americana soon enough.

The Genius has a poem saying he’s smart and how stupid the



fans are. That’s such a simple gimmick but it’s one that would
work so well today. Give him a guitar and he’s basically Elias
with a better vocabulary.

Million Dollar Team vs. Hulkamaniacs

Ted DiBiase, Powers of Pain, Zeus
Hulk Hogan, Demolition, Jake Roberts

I’m not going to explain Zeus in full again because it just
makes my head hurt. You know what doesn’t make my head hurt?
The most awesome Survivor Series team in the history of the
planet.  I  mean  seriously,  Hogan,  Roberts  and  Demolition.
Someone please try to find something that matches that level
of amazing so I can point at you can call you stupid.

Just in case it’s not enough yet, the villains won’t let them
in the ring (Jesse: “Count all four of them out!”) so Jake
throws Damien in, because the most awesome Survivor Series
team in the history of the planet has A BIG FREAKING SNAKE
TOO! Still one of my favorite moments ever and something I
still throw on if I need a smile.

Zeus wants Hogan to start so Gorilla goes into his weird
questions about what the Z on Zeus’ head is for. Like….what
else do you think it’s for? He’s a big Zorro fan? I mean, he
should be because Zorro is so awesome that he would be first
on the list if this team ever needed a fifth man but I still
don’t get that rant. Hogan of course can’t hurt Zeus to start
as the right hands and clotheslines have no effect.

A jumping knee does nothing so Hogan rakes the eyes and gets
in a slam, which does all the damage of a standard slam. Zeus
pops up and cranks on Hogan’s neck, in a spot that the Giant
would use to put him on the shelf for weeks in WCW. A bunch of
choking and a shove of the referee are enough for the DQ to
get rid of Zeus at 3:20.

Zeus won’t stop choking and it takes the combined forces of



the Powers of Pain and DiBiase offering money to get him off.
Hogan is mostly dead so DiBiase comes in to drop some knees.
More choking keeps Hogan in trouble but he finally gets a boot
up in the corner and brings Jake in. The beating begins in a
hurry and it’s off to Demolition for the rapid fire pounding
to the back (I could watch that for at least a minute). Hulk
is fine enough to come back in for a middle rope ax handle as
Gorilla goes on about the Z on Zeus’ head again.

DiBiase elbows Ax in the face and brings in Warlord because
the Powers of Pain vs. Demolition is still a thing a year
after it was a bigger thing at the previous year’s show. A
clothesline gets Ax out of trouble but Mr. Fuji trips him up,
allowing Warlord to drop a headbutt for the pin at 9:52.

It’s off to Hogan to beat up Warlord in a match you would
think would have happened at some point. Jake comes in and the
fans want the DDT but have to settle for Smash hitting an ax
handle  to  the  back  instead.  Not  quite  the  same  thing.
Barbarian kicks him in the face though and it’s DiBiase coming
back in with a middle rope ax handle (the most popular move on
the show).

The  falling  punch  (still  cool)  gets  two  and  we  hit  the
chinlock. DiBiase misses the middle rope falling elbow (as
always) but Smash still won’t tag for no apparent reason.
Barbarian tags himself in and takes Smash’s head off with a
top rope clothesline for the elimination at 13:44. Jake comes
in but can’t DDT Barbarian no matter how many times he tries.
The beating continues as Hulk is dying for a tag.

Some  knee  drops  and  a  piledriver  get  two  on  Roberts  but
Barbarian misses the Swan Dive. There’s the hot tag to Hogan
(Jesse: “Uh oh.”) and it’s time to clean house. The rapid
elbows and a suplex give Hogan two (you don’t see him getting
many near falls) and he clotheslines both Powers down. They
pop back up and hit a spike piledriver….for a double DQ at
19:51, sending Jesse over the edge in an awesome rant. And



yeah,  that’s  completely  bogus,  especially  with  Hogan  and
Roberts now having a 2-1 advantage over DiBiase.

The Million Dollar Dream has Hogan in trouble and Roberts has
to save Hogan at two arm drops (Jesse: “THAT’S THREE TIMES!
THREE TIMES! HOW COME ROBERTS WASN’T DISQUALIFIED???”). Hogan
fights out of another attempt and punches DiBiase out of the
air (because he was trying ANOTHER ax handle). The latest hot
tag brings in Roberts for a neck snap across the top rope,
giving us another great DiBiase sell.

Cue Virgil with his bad hand so Roberts beats him up too,
including a DDT to a big pop. With Roberts down, DiBiase gets
in the fist drop and throws his feet on the ropes to get rid
of Jake at 23:42. Hogan is still down from the Million Dollar
Dream so DiBiase picks him up and hits a clothesline for two.
A chinlock goes on and Hogan slaps DiBiase’s arm, which would
be shocking to see today. The comeback gives us a double
clothesline but Hogan is up first and hits exactly what you
would expect to set up the legdrop for the pin at 27:32.

Rating: C-. I love the face team but my goodness they picked a
really weird way to get to the finish here. Hogan and company
were either even or ahead for most of the match and Hogan just
wins with ease in the end. What’s a better way to go here: the
usual, or Zeus, who Hogan is feuding with at the moment,
wrecking Hogan so badly that DiBiase pins him to set up a
title program with DiBiase down the line? I wasn’t feeling
this one, but the energy (and Jesse ranting) helped it a lot.

Jesse is LIVID post match, saying the referee probably even
disqualified Virgil too.

Savage and Zeus, who face Beefcake and Hogan in a cage match
in a few weeks, are ready to take care of business inside the
cage.  Sherri  waving  her  hands  in  the  background  for  some
reason is a little distracting.

Hogan comes in to Beefcake’s locker room and they’re ready to



win in the cage. Sherri comes in and throws powder in their
eyes so the beatdown can be on.

We run down the remaining two matches.

As intermission continues, Jesse talks about issues inside the
Heenan Family, including pushing and shoving in the locker
room.

The Rude Brood is ready to win tonight. Rick Rude talks about
his great teammates, Mr. Perfect knows how to get rid of Jimmy
Snuka and the Rougeau Brothers have been training extra hard.

Roddy Piper can’t get his team to quit eating before the
match. I remember this from when I was a kid and it’s still
bizarre.

Rude Brood vs. Roddy’s Rowdies

Rick Rude, Mr. Perfect, Rougeau Brothers
Roddy Piper, Jimmy Snuka, Bushwhackers

There’s no Heenan with Rude, playing up the issues in the
Family.  Perfect  jumps  Luke  from  behind  to  start  so  it’s
already off to Butch for a bite of the leg. Piper and Snuka
bite the arm and it’s back to Butch to bite the back for a
second helping. Jacques comes in and nips up but stops for a
hug from his brother. We settle down to Jacques flipping over
Snuka but getting taken down by a flying headbutt. A chop
keeps Jacques in trouble and Snuka….I want to say dances? With
Jacques down, the Superfly Splash is good for the elimination
at 4:01.

Rude comes in for a leapfrog and a hip swivel before handing
it off to Perfect. A botched low bridge sends Perfect outside
as the Brood can’t get anything going at all. Luke comes in
for a snapmare on Perfect and Snuka punches him in the face.
The fast tags continue with Butch coming in for a few knees to
the back. Piper’s atomic drop knocks Perfect over for the tag



to Raymond, whose backdrop is countered into a sunset flip for
two.  Raymond  gets  two  off  a  superkick  but  Piper  grabs  a
piledriver for the second elimination at 7:39.

Perfect is in next for a snapmare of his own on Piper but gets
catapulted into the corner as only Perfect could do. Butch
comes in for some near falls off some stomping but a single
kick to the chest knocks him into the corner. That means it’s
back to Piper for some right hands and a hip swivel at Rick as
Perfect is turned inside out. Butch adds another bite but gets
rolled up for the elimination at 10:45.

Piper is right back in for a rollup of his own and Snuka adds
a top rope chop to the head. It’s Luke’s turn to hammer away
and a headbutt to the ribs gets two. Perfect is able to make a
tag but Rude gets punched out of the air. Not that it matters
though as a kick to the ribs sets up the Rude Awakening to
even things up at 12:14.

So now we can have the match that they wanted in the first
place, which definitely sounds better. Rude chops Snuka down
and throws in a hip swivel before handing it back to Perfect,
who gets kicked in the face. It’s already back to Rude for a
chinlock, which goes nowhere either so Perfect comes in and
gets small packaged for two. You really can tell that the
energy  has  gone  out  of  the  arena  and  they’re  just  going
through the motions with this one.

A ramming of the heads puts Perfect and Snuka down (should
have knocked Perfect silly) and there’s the double tag. They
slug it out, which is never a good idea against Piper. The
fight falls to the floor and it’s a double countout at 18:36.
So we’re down to Perfect vs. Snuka with Perfect making the
mistake of ramming Snuka’s head into the buckle. Dude have you
ever watched a Snuka match? A dropkick puts Snuka on the floor
but  he’s  right  back  in  for  a  pinfall  reversal  sequence.
Snuka’s high crossbody is reversed into a cover for two but
it’s the PerfectPlex to finish him at 21:27.



Rating: D. I’ve never liked this match as it was basically a
delayed start until we got to the match that they really
wanted to do. It also doesn’t really advance anything as Snuka
vs. Perfect wasn’t a feud and Piper vs. Rude is right where it
was before. At least Perfect got the win though and that’s
what really matters, because he should have been ready to move
up into the main event.

Post match Snuka goes after Perfect and Genius but the smart
(and perfect) villains get away.

The Rude Brood says to not worry about Heenan’s whereabouts
and promise to celebrate the ravishing way.

The Ultimate Warriors are ready to go. Jim Neidhart laughs a
lot,  the  Rockers  are  their  usual  confident  selves,  and
Ultimate Warrior says they all have organ donor cards. My
goodness imagine the drug bills.

Ultimate Warriors vs. Heenan Family

Ultimate Warrior, Rockers, Jim Neidhart
Andre the Giant, Arn Anderson, Haku, Bobby Heenan

Heenan is out there because Tully Blanchard failed a drug test
and  is  leaving,  never  to  wrestle  in  a  national  promotion
again. The fight starts before Warrior even shows up but here
he is to save Neidhart as the bell rings. Three clotheslines
put Andre on the floor and it’s a countout at 27 seconds,
which is totally different than Zeus being eliminated earlier.
Anderson’s “DANG IT” face is great, as always.

We settle down to Anderson getting beaten up by anyone who can
get their hands on him, including the running tackle in the
corner from Neidhart. Andre finally gets up and staggers out,
with the Rockers getting in a few cheap shots. Haku comes in
for some forearms to the back and Heenan chokes in the corner
as Jesse says he would take Heenan over Gorilla in a fight.
Before Gorilla can freak out, Haku superkicks Neidhart for the



elimination at 3:31.

Michaels comes in to pick up the pace with a monkey flip
before  it’s  off  to  Marty  to  start  on  the  arm.  Marty’s
crossbody is caught but Shawn hits the dropkick to the back
for the near fall. It’s back to Anderson, who can’t get a
suplex, but Haku comes in to make it a double suplex, which is
caught by Shawn in a nice save. Double superkicks get two and
it’s off to Warrior for a backdrop. Heenan refuses the tag
(well duh) so Anderson gets caught in an armbar instead.

Anderson takes him down with a shot to the ribs, hands it off
to Heenan for a kick to the ribs, and then comes back in when
Heenan gets touched once. That was the only way to go and it’s
worth a chuckle. Anderson beats the heck out of Jannetty and
Haku adds a few shots to knock Jannetty silly. Heenan comes
back in for some stomps on Jannetty and a knee drop….for the
clean pin at 8:54.

Egads how far have you fallen when you’re losing clean falls
to Heenan? It’s instantly back to Anderson, who gets caught in
Warrior’s bearhug. A rake to the eyes gets Anderson out of
trouble so Haku gets bearhugged as well. It’s off to Michaels,
who gets sent outside so Warrior has to toss him back inside.
Heenan’s front facelock doesn’t work so here’s Anderson again
for some stomping in the corner. Shawn is back up and rubs
Anderson’s face into the mat, blinding him so badly that he
tries to tag Warrior.

A Rocket Launcher gives Shawn two but for some reason it wakes
Anderson up enough to take over again and bring in Haku. That
just means a missed charge though and Shawn gets rid of him
with a high crossbody at 12:54, leaving us with Shawn/Warrior
vs. Anderson/Heenan. Four Hall of Famers isn’t too shabby.
Heenan is willing to come in and punch Shawn a few times but
Warrior scares him into the corner.

With  Michaels  on  the  floor,  Heenan  goes  up  (oh  dear)…but



climbs back down a few seconds later with a fit of sanity
coming over him. Heenan refuses a tag so Anderson gets sunset
flipped for two, sending him into a frenzy over the lack of a
tag. Shawn gets knocked down so it’s back to Heenan, who tags
out almost immediately again. Anderson wins a slugout and
scores  with  some  headbutts  to  the  ribs  in  the  corner  as
Warrior is shaking his head for some reason. Odd man indeed.
There’s  the  spinebuster  to  get  rid  of  Michaels  at  15:48,
though Anderson can barely move.

Some  running  shoulders  have  Anderson  in  trouble  but  he
sidesteps a charging Warrior to send him outside. Heenan goes
up again and again comes back down. Now Heenan is willing to
come back in but when the no selling begins, Heenan’s time in
the ring quickly comes to an end. Anderson sends him into the
corner but Heenan won’t tag in again, probably being as smart
as he can. Warrior rams them together and hits the gorilla
press into the splash to get rid of Anderson at 18:16.

Reality hasn’t set in yet for Heenan so Warrior sneaks up on
him…giving  us  a  hilarious  visual  as  Heenan  slowly  turns
around. Jesse: “You’re loving this aren’t you Monsoon?” The
beating begins in a hurry and Heenan is thrown over the corner
to the floor. That’s enough for Heenan but Warrior throws him
back inside for a shoulder and the splash for the final pin at
20:27.

Rating: D+. Heenan alone almost made this entertaining but
there’s only so much that even he could do. The wrestling
isn’t the point here and there’s nothing wrong with that.
Warrior winning was never in doubt as his biggest challenge
was eliminated in less than thirty seconds. Not a good match,
but Heenan made it fun enough.

Post match Heenan staggers to the back, with Warrior running
up behind him for one more clothesline.

A stills package ends the show to Warrior’s music.



Overall Rating: D. This one really didn’t work very well with
a lot of punching and kicking matches and very little else.
The  storylines  weren’t  so  much  advanced  as  much  as  just
storylines staying in one place. Having Hogan in the middle
and Warrior in the main event was certainly an experiment but
it was more odd than anything else. The energy goes away at
the end of the third match and you can feel it being gone. I
love it for the nostalgia, but there’s just not enough here.

Ratings Comparison

Dream Team vs. Enforcers

Original: B-
2012 Redo: C+
2018 Redo: C-

King’s Court vs. 4x4s

Original: B+
2012 Redo: D+
2018 Redo: D+

Hulkamaniacs vs. Million Dollar Team

Original: D-
2012 Redo: C
2018 Redo: C-

Rude Brood vs. Roddy’s Rowdies

Original: D
2012 Redo: C-
2018 Redo: D

Ultimate Warriors vs. Heenan Family

Original: C+
2012 Redo: C-
2018 Redo: D+



Overall Rating

Original: D+
2012 Redo: D
2018 Redo: D

My original reviews continue to amaze me.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

Survivor Series Count-Up – 1989 (Original): What A Weird Match

And the 2012 redo:

Survivor Series Count-Up – 1989 (2012): Bonus Round

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2021/10/27/survivor-series-count-up-1989-original-what-a-weird-match/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2021/10/27/survivor-series-count-up-1989-2012-bonus-round/
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
http://wrestlingrumors.net/
http://wrestlingrumors.net/
http://wrestlingrumors.net/
http://wrestlingrumors.net/

